
California Otters 
I know a place where the otters are endangered  

Fierce wet and wild  

There must be something in the water 

Eatin’ octopus  

Layin’ in the kelp bed 

Otters gettin’ stuck in the abandoned fishing nets 

 

You can travel the sea-ee  

But nothing comes close to the Monterey coast  

Once you see them dying you’ll be crying your eyes out 

Oh, oh-oh oh-oh-oh 

 

California Otters they’re incredible  

Fluffy coats, pups restin’ on top 

Playful, funny, cute and endangered 

Oh, oh-oh-oh-oh 

Oh, oh-oh-oh-oh-oh-oh 

 

California Otters they’re undeniable  

Fine, fresh, fierce  

We got it on dock 

West Coast represent  

Now put your paws up  

Oh, oh-oh-oh-oh-oh 

oh, oh-oh-oh-oh 

 



Dead, on the beach 

We really mind oil in our fur 

One leak and we’re extinct 

So you better change your habits 

 

You can travel the sea-ee  

But nothing comes close to the Monterey coast  

Once you see them dying you’ll be crying your eyes out 

Oh, oh-oh oh-oh-oh 

 

California Otters they’re incredible  

Fluffy coats, pups restin’ on top 

Playful, funny, cute and endangered 

Oh, oh-oh-oh-oh 

Oh, oh-oh-oh-oh-oh-oh 

 

California Otters they’re undeniable  

Fine, fresh, fierce  

We got it on dock 

West Coast represent  

now put your paws up  

Oh, oh-oh-oh-oh-oh 

oh, oh-oh-oh-oh 

 

RAP: 

Tone, tan, fit and ready  

Turn it up because they’re not getting’ heavy  

Wild, wild, West Coast, these are the otters I like the most  



I mean like they’re the ones, save ‘em, don’t kill ‘em, don’t shoot them with 

guns  

I mean getting run over by a jeep on the middle of the beach  

Home boys hanging out, all that fur falling out  

 

Chours: 

California Otters they’re incredible  

Fluffy coats, pups restin’ on top 

Playful, funny, cute and endangered 

Oh, oh-oh-oh-oh 

Oh, oh-oh-oh-oh-oh-oh 

 

California Otters they’re undeniable  

Fine, fresh, fierce  

We got it on dock 

West Coast represent  

Now put your paws up  

Oh, oh-oh-oh-oh-oh 

oh, oh-oh-oh-oh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


